CIRCUS ARTISTS
SALIMA PEIPPO
Professional circus artist who studied in the State Circus School of Moscow.
Since 2005 she has been performing around the world in different circuses,
cabarets, variete shows, dinner shows, T.V shows and amusement parks. She
was awarded a special prize in the famous Monte Carlo circus festival and in
the International Circus Festival of Moscow. She has also won many titles in
international Pole Dance competitions. She has also strong experience as a
speaker and show host.

CHRISTIAN FERNANDEZ

Spanish Circus artist and many time Pole Sports national winner of Spain. He is
a silver medallist in the Pole Sports World Championships 2018 in doubles
category

POLE DANCE
You can ask for a singles performance either from
Salima or Christian, or a doubles performance.
The prop is a self standing portable pole that does
not need any rigging points or extra equipments.
The minimum height needed is 3 meters and the
straight and stable floor surface 4 meters to 4
meters approximately.

AERIAL HOOP OR
LOLLIPOP

Aerial hoop is an aerial performance that needs a
minimum of 4 meters height and 1 safe rigging
point in the roof that holds for a minimum of
1000kg. Lollipop is a good option for spaces that do
not have aerial rigging possibility. It is a combination
of pole dancing and aerial hoop. The hoop is placed
on top of the pole and is self standing and portable.
The minimum height for the lollipop is 3,75cm.

STATIC TRAPEZE
You can ask for a singles performance either from
Salima or Christian, or a doubles performance.
Trapeze is an aerial performance that needs a
minimum of 5 meters of height and 2 safe rigging
points in the roof that holds for a minimum of
1000kg. Dance trapeze can be performed with only 1
rigging point and 4 meters of height.

AERIAL TISSUE
Aerial tissue is an elegant and spectacular aerial
performance. A minimum of 6 meters height is
needed and 1 rigging point in the roof that holds a
minimum of 1000kg.

AERIAL ROPE
Aerial rope is a dynamic and spectacular aerial
performance. A minimum of 6 meters height is
needed and 1 rigging point in the roof that holds a
minimum of 1000kg.

AERIAL NET
Aerial net is an interesting and visual aerial
performance with a fishnet type prop. A minimum
of 5 meters height is needed and 1 rigging point in
the roof that holds a minimum of 1000kg.

HOLA HOOPS
Hola hoops is an entertaining and colorful
performance. In the great final over 30 hola hoops
will be spinned at once. No special installation is
needed from the venue. Simply a minimum of 3
meters height and an empty and straight floor
space of 3 meters to 3 meters approximately.

FIRE

Fire spinning, fire juggling, fire hola hoops, fire
eating, fire spitting to color your outdoor event.
Inside venue has to have proper permissions to use
fire

EVENT HOST

Salima has lots of experience hosting events. She
can be the speaker of your event in Finnish,
English, Russian or Spanish. Maybe she will surprise
your audience with a special circus twist- a small
fire eating or a quick spin of hola hoops. As a
former Miss Finland (Suomen Neito 2000) she
brings to your event the right kind of elegance.

AERIAL STRUCTURE

Do you have an event but don´t know how to make
an aerial acrobatics performance possible? We can
bring a whole aerial set up with us. It is 100%
autonomous and do not need any fixing or rigging
from outside. Ask for more information and exact
dimensions.

IS THERE SOMETHING ELSE THAT YOU NEED, BUT WE FORGOT TO
MENTION? JUST ASK! WE CAN PROBABLY DO THAT AS WELL...

WORKSHOPS
GROUP WORKSHOPS
Do you want to host our pole dancing or aerial acrobatics workshops/master
classes in your studio? Duration 90 minutes, various levels available. Price 35€
per person, minimum of 10 participants.

PRIVATE LESSONS

Do you want to become an artist? Or prepare yourself to an important
competition? Salima and Christian have coached several youth and adult
athletes to national and international wins. In the Pole Sports World
Championships 2018 their team achieved 3 gold and 1 silver medals. Ask for
private lessons and personal training. Private lesson of 90 minutes 45€.

